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I S S OU RI Of Army Officers , . 100 Sophs Enroll for Advan ced 
The Reserve Officer Training in the United States Army Re-
Corps program, which is offered serve. At present the ROTC Unit 
to students in many educational at MSM has the largest Engineer 
institutti ons at the college level, ROTC Cadet C,orps in the coun-
produc e more commissioned per- try. Colonel Lloyd L. Rall, PMST, 
sonnel for the Reserve Compo- encourages every interested and 
nents of the Armed Forces of the eligible stundent to give serious 
United Stat es than all other consideration to enrollment in the 
sources combined. ROTC Advanced Course. 
These reserve components are Dean Curtis L. Wilson has fre-
what makes the leaders of our quently e:i:pressed a great enthu-
country confident that our nation- siasm for the training provided 
VOLUME 44 ROLLA , MO., FRIDAY , NOVEMBER IS, 1957 NUIMBER 8 al defense is adquate. The reserve by the ROTC program. He be---------------''---"-.;.c._=====.:....:.===:.:...=....;:=.:..-----....:..:.::.===..::. will be employed immediately and lieves that ROTC training will 
M ■ d R 11 s ff actively in the event our security give the student advantages and 
INER 
Iner an . 0 amo ta s is seriously thr eatened. Thus , the benefits not otherwise available , ROTC program gives each student in schools where ROTC instruction 
· an opportunity to prepare himself is not offered. 
Att , d AC p C t• for service to his country in a 100 Sophomore Cadets in the en onven 10n capacity commensurate with ' his MSM ROTC Cadet 'Corps have ability and education. already indicated their intention 
Here at MSM the Army ROTC to enroll in the Advanced Course. 
provides this opportunity for two years of ROTC Basic train-
training , leading to a commision ing, or their equivalent, makes a 
--------------------...,------ student eligible to apply for ROTC 
Three Day Conclave Held in New York 
Last weekend the MINER and 
ROLLAMO staffs were represent-
ed at the Associated Collegiate 
Press Convention in New York . 
Editors-in-Chief Dick Okenfuss 
and Rich Konrad headed the two 
delegations which attendep . the 
four-day convention _ a~ the Hotel 
New Yorker. Others who went 
were: Associate Editor Dick Ross 
and Business Manager Jim Urban 
of the ROLLAMO, and Assistant 
Editor Joe Masnica and Staff 




News Bulletin: Howard 
W. Honefenger , ,president 
of the Missouri Society of 
Professional Engineers , will 
speak here on Wednesday 
night, November 20, in Par-
ker Hall. The program spon-
sored };)y the M.S.M . Chap-
. ter of M.S.P.E., in co-opera-
tion with the AIEE-IRE ,, 
ASCE, A6ME and other 
professional organizations 
on the campus will ·be in 
connectiun with "Young En-
gineers Month." 
Next Monday 
The .32nd Annual ACP Con-
vention was opened by ~the well-
known columnist Hal Boyle on 
Thursday evening with a mixer 
following. The next two days 
were devoted to various meetings 
and discussions on all aspects of 
newspaper, yearbook, and maga-
zine ·publication. Many noted 
journalists were present to con-
duct t,he talks. Also over 500 
delegates from throughout the 
United States were gathered for 
the activities. 
Several of the delegation took 
advantage of the opportunity to 
visit many of the well-known 
places in New York and also 
some of the lesser-known spots . 
Tours were taken through the 
New York Stock Exchange, the 
Urtited Nations Building, Staten 
Island Ferry, Brooklyn, Green-
wich Village, Rockefeller Plaza 
and other places. The delegation 
stayt!d at the Piccadilly Hotel 
which was <'mly a half block from 
Times Square . 
Everyone enjoyed the trip. to 
the fullest , espe~ially meeting 
students. from alJ/ over the coun-
try and jojning them in the many 
and varied activities. The final 
conclusion of everyone was that: 
"New Yark is here to stay. I 
wish I could!" 
ME' s To Display 
Power .. Equipment 
Dr. Aaron J. Mile,s Chairman 
of the Mechanical Engineering De-
partment , recently announced that 
two well-known power equipment 
companies will demonstrate mod-
els of·their newest power generat -
Engineering laboratory. 
gineering laboratory. 
On November 11 and 12, 1957, 
Mr. Joe Quinn, an MSM graduate, 
was in the M. E . Lab discussing 
and demonstrating a model of the 
moder power generating equipment 
manufactured by Allis-Chalmers. 
Babcock & Wilcox will display 
equipment in the M. E. Laboratory 
Monday, November 18, 1957. Mr. 
W. T. Little, former professor at 
the University of Iowa, will be pre-
sent to discuss Babcock and Wil-
cox' pressurized water reactor, as 
designed for Consolidated Edison 
Company's nucleia,r steam generat-
ing plant at Indain Point, New 
York. He will also demonstrate 
their Cy<:-Jone-Furnaace-Fired Uni-
versal Pressure Steam Generating 
l;'lant, which was recently pm'-
chased by the American Gas and 
Electric Company. The latter is a 
supercritical pressure steam gene-
rator. 
All interested students , faculty , 
nad the general public is invited 
to stop by the Mechanical Engi-
neering Labora~ry on Monday, 
November 18, and see these de-
monstrations . 
32 Oxford Scholarshl"ps Advanced Training. Satisfactory completion of the two years ad-
vanced training makes a student 
Ava"1la· ble . Th"1s Year eligible for a commission in the United States Army Reserve. Stu-dents who are or may be eligible 
Again this year , 32 Cecil Rhodes 
Scholarships are being offered to 
American college men who wish 
to complete their trairting in Eng-
land, at Oxford University. These 
scholarships are offerred for a 
qiinimum period of two years and 
are renewable if performance is 
satisfactory. They are valued at 
(pounds) 600 - about (dollars) 
1300 - per . year , and must be 
applied for by November 6, if en: 
rollment in the fall term of 1958 
is expected. 
To be eligiple for a Rhodes 
Scholarship , one must be a 'male 
citizen of the United States , be-
tween the ages of 19 and 25, and, 
at the time of application , have at 
least Junior standing in a recog-
nized university or college. 
Selection for Scholarships is 
based on literary and scholastic 
ab ility and achievement, qualities 
of manhood, leadership ability, 
success in athletics. Some '0Ut-
staning distinctio n in intelle,ct or 
character is the one absolutely 
necessary pre-requisite for an ap-
pointment. Financi al need does 
not influence selection. 
Any curriculum offered at Ox-
ford is available to the winner of 
a Rhodes Scholarship. Degrees are 
offerred in mathematics, physics , 
chemistry, engineering, and geo-
lpgy,as well as in more liberal sub-
ject matter . The minimum period 
of residence for either the B. A. or 
for an advanced degree is two 
years. ' 
Requests for application forms 
and information regarding the 
scholarships may be addressed to 
Lemoine Skinner, 320 North 
Fourth Street , St. Louis 2, Mis-
.a!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII souri. 
for this training are doing them-
selves and their country a dis-
service by not taking advanta g~ 
of the opportunity presented . 
St. Pat's Board 1 
Presents Movie 
Wedr,esday 
The St. Pat 's Board is sponsor-
ing a movie next Wed. niglit Nov. 
20 at the Uptown. Th, feature 
picture will be "Attack " starrin g 
Jack Palance . There will also be 
a Mr. Magoo, a Road Runner, 
and a Tom and Jerry cartoon . 
Tickets may be obtained in ad-




The Thanksgiving Hali-· 
days will begin at 12:00 
noon on Wednesday , No-
vember 2 7, 195 7. Classes 
Military Ball December 1·4
Cliff Forester Band To Play 
will resume on Monday at , This year the annual Military All organizations have been 
8:00 a.m., December 2, 1957 Ball will be held on Saturday asked to choose and support a 
Students are reminded that night, December 14. Music will queen candidate . Forms for the 
Wednesday and Monday are be furnished by Cliff Forest er queen candidate can be obtained 
negative hour days. and his lO•piece orchestra, plus from the Military Department. 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
a featured vocalist . The selection of the queen will be 
-------------------------- done by a newly-organized group 
Prospectors' Club's New House 
:-.- ~~ 
{ r~ ' {, 
• ·~v 
. , . 
New home of the Prospectors' Club at 1005 Elm. Street, across the 
street from the new Telephone Company office. The Co-op Eating 
Club plans to move the week of Thanksgivin g. 
-Picture by Jim Robertson 
called the Military Ball · Board. 
Contraty to last year, the school 
has placed no restrictions on fra-
ternity or independent parties on 
the Saturday night of the Military 
Ball. Instead it is hoped that these 
organizations will arrange their 
schedule of events to include the 
Ball if they desire. 
The Milita ry Ball Board con-
sists of five fraternity and five 
independent members, with Cap-
tain Nowak acting in the capacity 
of advisor. The Board members 
act as committee heads and their 
committees are made up mostly 
of juniors and seniors. 
. The dress for the ball is formal, 
military uniforms or a tuxedo. 
The price of the tickets will again 
be $5.00. Hope to see you there. 
Military Ball Board 
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THE MISSOURI MINER 
THE MISSOURI MINER is the official publication of the students 
of the Missouri School of Mines 
and Metall urgy. It is publi shed at 
Rolla , Mo ., every Friday dur ing 
the school yea r. Entered as second 
class matter February 8, 1945, at 
the Post Office at Rolla, Mo., un-
der the Act of March 3, 18 79. 
The subscript ion is $1.00 per semester. This Missou ri Miner 
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A Question 
What Makes an Engineer? 
Editor's No tes The following editorial was written by Louis 
Rosenburg, editor of The South Dakota Tech, of South Dakota 
School of Mines. Lou is a former M. S. M. student and his editorial 
is being reprint ed here ¥n the Ml N ER as it was felt that this editorial 
pertains to the problem here also. 
What 'ra kes an engineer? Thr ee of the main ingredient s a re 
cert ainly versatility, perseverence, and ingenuity . But th ese three 
traits are worthless in th emselves without the right background-
training in their utiliz atio n. For this reason one goes to college--to 
widen his background , to increase his under stand ing, to broaden his 
scope of life. So this future engineer comes to the School of Mines , 
or Tech if you prefer , where th e curricula is selected to give a wide 
back ground in engineering topics and to increase under sta ndin g in 
man y subj ects other th an engineering-the mere fact of leaving 
home broadens one aspect of life. But after two years there are the 
beginnings of discontent. 
The student asks himself, "Am I learni ng to be an el)gineer here 
or merely a technician? How can a school teach engineering when 
it leaves no room for inventio n, for ingenuity; for everything ta ught 
here is cut and dried with no room for doubt or speculatio n . Where 
is the chance for versatility? Practica lly a ll the professors ass ign 
homework as if theirs was the only course one was taking. A stu-
dent has no chance to learn any more; he 's so busy doing homework 
that he has no time to study . Examinations amount to cont ests of 
who remembered the most , ofte n the petty insignificant details con-
cerning a remotely related or even outdated subject. There are 
so many e~ms that ' one is continually cramming for the next one . 
I am left with the impression that the majority of professors on the 
campus don't care whether their students learn anythi ng or not . 
As Bibler says in one of his cartoons , 'I never stoop to argue with a 
st udent ; I flunk him!' Why this indiff erence? One cannot say, how-
ever , that a student does not learn perseverence ; it is pra~tically all 
he does learn. Where do I get my broader aspect on life? Not on 
the campus sure ly where everythi ng I do and hear is academic . I 
cannot say that I have picked up any of the social graces from cam-
pus life either. 
" In considering all this thou gh, I must ask myself , 'Wha t have I 
done to improve my situation? ' In almost all cases the answer is 
nothing. I have not partic ipated in any organizatio ns as I should as 
a member. I have not agitated for improvements which are easily 
within reach by fomenting a movement of the right sort. I have not 
attempted to learn or practice the social graces of which I see such a 
lack. I have not taken an interest in any school activitie s in which I 
have descried such a decided lack of spirit. I am guilt y of having 
next to no school spiri t. I have become guilt y of att ending classes 
merely to be count ed present with no desire to learn. I am ambitious-
less. In short , my a ttitud e is complete indifference to all that sur-
round s me; and yet / expect to receive a degree and to accept a job 
as a qualifi ed engineer for some unsuspecting company ." 
COLD BEER DON BOCKHORST LIQUORS 
East Side Grocery & Beverage 
904 Elm St . Phone EM 4-3218 
Lo and Behold 11 What did we 
spy swinging from the outhouse 
door, commonly known as the 
Geology Dept. Bill Board? Some 
st udent from one of Capt. Dick' s 
lect ures (?) hung up a certified 
copy of the famous words of wit 
pertai ning to an unidentifi ab le 
subject. We of the Round staff 
are deeply indebted to thi s great 
white Geologist for supplying so 
great a contribution to Rollian 
Humor. If this talented person 
would kindly pass on more of this 
news, the campus would surely 
consider his name for that great 
honorary post as stable cleaner of 
th e Merry-Go-Round. 
• • • 
Principles of Coal Geology if 
there are any. Coal Indu stry-
is doing okay now because Cap'n 
Dick said it would. 
Low ebb in coal nidustry-
Did John L. do it? . . . 
Change over to Oil and Gas 
Who wants ashes? Cap'n 
Dick would shovel ashes for 
a few bucks saving I 
"Coal industry wants men who 
don't know enough to come out 
of th e mines-- (They never went 
far enough in school to find their 
way out)." 
Powder Salesman-Those who 
blast, not the ones who sell cos-
metics. 
"They want men who go for 
holes! " 
"So much for that." 
Coal will be used in chemical 
industry-nuclear power will be 
the thing for fixed power, oil for 
engines, etc . In other words, 
" I'm not sure ju st what." 
"E ngland might be running out 
of coal, and th en again they 
might not be running out of coal, 
probably." 
By-product coke--"Pause for a 
Coke." 
Cap'n 's discussion of the coke 
and the beehives-"Tars and oth-
er stuff got messy and the bees 
joined John L. on the picket line." 
Fac t - Cap' n Dick can't con-
ceive--can't breathe either. "Etc . 
- etc " - and Aah-Aah- Uh. 
Ubl" 
Dir.ct hydrogenization of coal 
-used powdered fuel-"Germans 
did it and lost the war ." 
Powdered coal is used in tur-
bines-
" Flies of ashes ;ire blown into 
the air. Hard on the engineer 's 
eyes; flies didn't go for it either ." 
"Old Miners had to get on their 
knees until gasification methods 
were used." 
"Use d to strip eight to one, 
now if you have 18" they strip 
themselves." 
Career-"Accident rates aren't 
as good as ~y used to be--good 
for publicity, but hard on em-
ployees ." 
"Seven-tenths of a coal miner 
is dead, used to be more--due to 
unions and wages." ' 
Cap'n Dick excused class for 
attending Lecture. 
THE ENGINEER 
FRIDAY, NOV. IS, 1957 
CAP'N DICK'S LE,CTURE 
NOTES ON COAL 
"Coal is where you find it." 
"I told you so, the coal indus-
try snapped back like a pregnant 
rattlesnake." 
"I have a lot of contact with 
the Big Guns in the coal indus-
try." 
"My good friends in the coal 
indutsry." 
"My good friends in the coal 
mining industry want stupid fel-
lows, not graduates with hi-falut-
in' ideas." 
"Du Pont call me when they 
want engineers because they too 
must be stupid." 
"The coal industry is on its 
way out. Coal to be used as chem-
icals. Nuclear power to be tall 
dog of power industi:y ." 
"Coke is no longer made by 
most Bees, living in their respect-
ive Bee-hives. Many Bees assert 
that they have changed to making 
their honey." 
"Tars are Aah, Aah, Carbo-
Hy . . . Aah, Aah, Hydrocarbons, 
they are too, they are I Or maybe 
tars are taffy." 
"I can 't conceive how people 
can breathe." 
"We beat the Germans in W. 
W. II because directly as a direct 
(Continued on Page 9) 
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- from Squth Dakota Tech-
Your Arrow Car Coat 
is here! 
It's here, the winter-resi stant Ar row Car Coat .. 
And it has everything: warmth , water 
repellency, comfort a11d good looks. In 
solid-colored poplin, polished cotton, twill, 
and fine corduroy. Ch oice of plain or patt erned 
linings. Come in and get yours ... now. 
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In contact llith 
the COal Ind Terily, I say unto you, marry not 
:iends . an engineer. 
Ill the COal •or an engineer is a strange be-
riends In the ing, and is possessed of many 
\Vant stupid I I evils. 
tes llith e. hi-falut i:'ea, he speaketh eternally in par-
ill ables which he calleth formu-
~e when th~ lae, 
" use they t a\nd he wieldeth a big stick which 
idustn. 
15
. • he calleth a slide rule. 
l be ·, on 1 / 
t 
IISed aschem t\nd he hath only one bible, a 
JlOWer to be handbook. 
dustty." 
l?nger made b He thinketh only of stresses and 
1g Ill their respect strain, and without end of 
~any Bees i!Sler thermodynamics. 
:hanged to makin He showeth always a serious as-
~ 
pect, and seemeth not to know 
lh, Aah, Car how to smile, and he picketh 
ah, Hydrocarbons his seat in a car by the springs 
ey are! Or may I therein and not by the damsel. 
ceive how 
I 
Neither ,does he know a waterfall 
, peopi except by its horsepower, nor 
! Germans . W a sunset except that he must 
irectly mdi turn on the lights, nor a dam-
p 
as a rec sel except by her live weight. 
on age 9) · 
For unknown quantities. 
I 
Even as a boy he pulleth a girl's 
hair but to test its elasticity. 
But as a man he discovereth dif-
ferent devices: 
For he counteth the vibrations of 
her heartstrings; and 
He seeketh ever to pursue his 
Scientific investigations; even 
his own heart flutterings he 
counteth as a vision of beauty, 
and enscribeth his passion as a 
formula. 
And his marriage is a simultan-
eous equation involving two 
unknowns, and yielding diverse 
results. -The Log 
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Assorted Comments by Assorted Commentators 
"I don't think the boy of lively 
mind is hurt much by going to 
college. If he encounters mainly 
jackasses then he learns the use-
ful lesson that this is a jackass 
world.-H. L. ·Mencken. 
"It is nothing short of a mira-
cle that modern methods of in-
struction have not yet entirely 
strangled the holy curiosity of 
inquiry."-Albert Einstein . 
"A college educatio n is one of 
the few things a person is willing 
to pay for and not get."-William 
Lowe Bryan. 
"The University brings out all 
abilities, including stupidity."-
Anton Chek,hov, 
AND ON A MORE POSITIVE NOTE : 
\ 
"A university is not a school or 
a group of schools, but an atmo-
sphere."-Cardinal Newman. 
man as a thinking being is to have 
probed what is knowable anll 
quietly revere what is unknow-
able ." - Johann Wolfgang V 011 
"The highest happiness of a Goethe. 
r---- .. 1 Always he carrieth his books with 
him, and he entertaineth his 
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Verily, though his damsel expect-
eth chocolate when he calleth , 
She openeth a package but to 
disclose samples of iron ore. 
Yea he holdeth his damsel's hand 
but to measure friction thereof. 
And he kisseth her only to test 
tbe viscosity of her lips. 
For in his eyes there shineth a 
faraway look that is neither 
Love nor longing-;-rather a vain 
attempt to recall a formula. 
There is but one key to his heart, 
and that is Theta Tau, and 
But one love letter for which he , 
yearneth, and that is an "M." 
When his damsel writeth of love 
and signeth with crosses, he 
Taketh these symbol$ not for 
kisses, but rather 
Graduate Study 
Mr. Z. W. McNurtsk 
Schenley State College 
Barnesville, R. I. 
Dear Sir: 
In reply, to your letter asking 
for suggesticims for graduate the-
sis work you might study here . I 
shall suggest a few topics which 
we think suitable. 
I. The tensile strength of the 
average yoyo string. 
2. The Maximum pulling 
strength of Twenty Mule Team 
Borax. 
, 3. The 'daily food consumption 
of. a sewer cleaner. 
4. The social conditions in an 
Algerian harem : 
5. The number of -vibrations in 
the life of a musical saw. 
If you have any further ques-
tions, feel free to write me. 
Yours respectfully, 
I. M. Fulobull 
Dean of the Grad 
School 
, Snow Job University 
In 1932 Dowell Incorporated introduced the technique of stimulating producti on 
fro m oil w,ells with inhibited hydrochloric acid. Since that time the name Dowell has become 
synonymous with the chemical treatment of oil- and gas-bearing formations. 
Acidizing has lost none of its import ance ro the oil industry over the past 2 5 years. 
Today, the challenge of perfecting new acidizing techniques is greater than ever. 
Dowell engineers and scientists-in the field and in the laboratory--concinue to discover new 
uses of acids, better mbans of application, .more effective additive agents. 
These continuing studies, however, are only as goo,! as the men who initiate them, · 
mold them, perfect them. Dowell's staff, from cop co boccom, is made up of men 
who are not content with acid's remarkabl e•record co date. They are men who seek and 
cross new froµtiers in the field of oil well stimulat ion. If your interests lie in 
petroleum and industrial technology, you'll find an honest opportunity at Dowell 
co create your own limits, co grow with growth. 
Dowell provides the oil industry with acidizing, fracturing and cementing services. 
Industrial planes are also served by Dowell with chemical cleaning of 
process equipment. This broad range, of services means that whatever' your career incerescs, 
you 'II find variety and challenge ac Dowell. 
For full information on careers in engineering , salesi chemistry, physics, accounting , 
equipment design or management, write Personnel Department, 
Dowell Incorporat ed, Box 536, Tulsa 1, Oklahpma. Or contact your Placement Officer 
for a Dowell campus interview. 
◄•I•l9➔► Ser-vices for th e oil indu.stry 
A SERVICE SUBSIDIARY OF THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY 
I 
Parl~er Boots Springfield; 3-0 
MJNER LINE SPARKLES 
B)( J. P. McKeone 
Last Saturday, the Miners 
pushed the Southwest State Bears 
all over the SMS gridiron, and 
Ray Park er's 14-yard field goal 
was the only score in the 3-0 
game. The Miners brought home 
the Powder Keg taken .by Spring-
field last year and stayed hot 
on the heels of Cape for the MI-
AA Conference Championship. 
The Bears were the third Con-
ference team to fall before the 
Miner onslaught, the only MSM 
defeat being at the hands of the 
Kirksville Bulldogs two weeks 
ago. 
The Miners outgained SMS 
nearly 6 to 1 in total yardage , the 
Miners having 190 yards to the 
Bears ' 33 yards. The Spring-
field eleven were in Miner terri-
tory only three times, and the 26 
yard str ipe was the closest they 
came to the MSM goal line. 
The lack of yardage gained by 
the Bears is owed to the Miner 
line. Leon Calvin, Don Agers, 
Bob Ingram, Ken Jobe, John 
Jones and the rest of the linemen 
showed the Springfield team who 
was boss. Another laud to the 
linemen was given by the officials 
of the game, who said that they 
had never seen a harder charging 
line than that of the Miners. 
These men played a terrific game, 
and it 's about time they got 
some of the credit due them. 
The game was an all around 
rout, even though the Bear de-
fense held whenever the cards 
were down. Ed McPherson called 
10 plays, and was then knocked 
out of the game when he tried to 
go throu gh the Bear line. The 
Bears were getting the breaks , 
but the Miners played with no 
need for them . The first advan-
tage for the Bears was Bill Beyd-
Ier's fumble early in the second 
period , giving the Springfield 
team possession of the ball in 
Miner terri tory . The Miner line 
held though, and soon took over 
on their own 30. The MSM-Men 
couldn't gain much g r o u n d , 
though, and Ray Parker kicked 
for 3 7 yards to Springfield QB 
Reuben · Berry. Tom Cooper hit 
Berry hard , right after he caught 
the ball, and forced him to fum-
ble, Bill Englehardt , hot on Tom's 
heels, recovered the ba.11 and the 
Miners took, over to sta rt a drive 
which ended on the SMS one 
yard line, first and goal to go. 
The Bears ' defense then got their 
wits about them, and dropped 
Perry Allison for a 1 yard loss. 
Ray Parker then trieµ to go 
through the line, only to be stop-
ped for no gain. Newt Wells was 
then thrown for a six yard loss, 
and Ray Parker was called upon 
to use his foot . The field goal 
att empt was just about three 
Sigma Nu Edges Triangle 
For Swimming Title 
Goodwel( of Sigma Nu Sets Two Pool Records 
angle close behind . Kappa Sig 
and Sig Ep came in a sorry mess. 
title is hard on the way. From 
here on in the competition will be 
rough and steady, no breaks will 
be given. So on into the next 
week .... 
inches wide; and was ruled N. G. 
The Bears then took over the 
ball and kept it until nearly half -
time . The Miners got in1only one 
play before the gun. 
At half-time , the teams were 
about even in total yardage, with 
SMS having the edge in yards 
rushing, 83 to 81, and the Miners 
leading in the air, 11 to S yards. 
The second half showed the 
Miners playing the way they 
ought. They started their only 
productive drive from their own 
33 early in the third quarter, us-
ing on 10 plays to get to the SMS 
4 ya rd line. Included were four 
successive first down runs , Newt 
Wells went arourid right end for 
10 yards, Ray Parker went right 
through the center of the line 
for 16. Morris Boren and Bill 
Beydler went through the line for 
11 and 14 yards, respectively . A 
series of very short gains put the 
Miners on the Springfield 2. A 
backfield in motion penalty push-
ed the Miners back ,to the seven, 
and Newt Wells got only three 
yards on a third -down try . Ray 
Parker then took over and kicked 
a Field Goal from about the 12 
yard line right between the up-
rights. Parker then kicked off 
to the Bears, received by Berry, 
and ran back 20 yards . Things 
looked bad for a few i;ninutes 
when a beautiful pass play from 
SMS Quarterback Sam Carter to 
Jack Halterman accounted for 37 
yards. The Miner line then cured 
the Bruins of taking to the air 
by throwing the next two pass 
att empts for 11 and I 2 yard 
losses. The Miners then took over 
and drove to the Springfield 20 
in only 7 plays, including a 20 
yard gain on a pass from Newt 
Wells to Louis Whitehair and a 
14 yarder from Wells to Morris 
(Continued on page 5) 
P.rof: "How come you don't 
laugh at my jokes?" 
Student : "I was brought up to 
respect old age and feebleness." 
Always Ask for ... 
TUCKER'S ICE CREAM 
TUCKER DAIRY 
,Rolla, Missouri Coming into the warm spotlight 
this week was the swimming meet 
of the 12th and 11 ~h of Novem-
ber. Quite a few teams were en-
tered and the competition was 
really rough. Here is a rundown 
on the final competition winners 
and thei r accomplishments: 
In the first race-120 yd. med-
ley relay, Triangle with Meda, 
Derks and Houston , won in 
I: 17:3. Second was Catron, Got-
han and Haeke of Kappa Sig, and 
Here we are deeper into the 
sport picture , with the line-up of 
the handball results of the last 
week. The matches are held in 
the upper courts of the gym, and 
provide fast , exciting adventure . 
If you need some outside inte rest , 
get up to the gym and support 
this sport. 
In the hand ball doubles, Tech 
Club won over KA, and TKE lost 
to Beta Sig. Th eta Kap took one 
from Triangle , and Eng. Club 
won on a bye, while Kappa Sig 
outmatched the Shamrocks. Mov-
MAR RIED MAN: One who i 
has two hands with which to _I 
steer a car. 
* * * 
DRIVE - IN TH EAT R E : 
Where a guy turns off the igni-
tion so he can try out his clutch. 
For the Very Best in 
Jewelry or Diamonds, Go to 
FULLER JEWELRY 
KA was third . * * * 
PI: A mathematic al expression 
which can cause mental indiges-
tion. 
Largest Selection in South Central Missouri 
711 Pine · EM 4-2142 
120 yd. freestyle- Sig Nu won 
in 1:09.6 with <,oodwell swim-
ming. 2nd was R. Smith of the 
Shamrock Club, and Kappa Sig 
took third. First, Sigma Nu, 
Goodwell, second place went to 
D. Okenfuss of Theta Kap and 
third place went to Robinson of 
ing farther on, Theta Xi lost to OLD-TIMER : One who re- ,::------------------------•l 
the Prospectors . Lambda Chi members when history was made 




diving class: John 
Woodward of Sig Ep won with a 
total of 94 points . Pat O'Mealy 
of the Enginer was second with 38 
points . The rest of the fellows 
finished in the following order: 
Glenn Lambkin of Shamrock, 
Don Ling of the Pikers, Cowdes 
of Lambda Chi and Stiefeman of 
won over Sig Nu. , at half the price it costs today . 
Over in the singles divisions, * * * 
Tech Club won another. This TOMORROW: Today's great-
time they defeated KA again. est labor -saving device. 
TKP won over Triang le, Wesley * * * 
lost to Sigma Nu , Theta Xi lost PROFESSOR: One who talks 
to Eng. Club, and EKE defeat- in other people's sleep. 
ed Sig Ep. Pikers over ran the ,;;;;==========~ 
Shf mrocks, Kappa Sig defeated 
the Prospectors , and Beta Sig 
walked over Lambda Chi, to fin-
ish the week. 
With the 0-verall completion of 
Sig Nu. the meet, Sigma Nu won the day 
In the sixty yar d freestyle, by taking the title with 21 points 
Smith of the Shamrocks won in in swimming. Triang le was a 
34 seconds over a close McCan close second with 19 points and 
of Sig Nu. Sig Ep and Triangle the Shamrocks placed third. 
also were in the finals. 
The 60 yard backstroke saw Next week we hope to have the 
Phone EM 4-3606 
Dirx of Triangle winning with overall totals that we promised 
41.9 seconds, and Catro n of last week. The points are adding 
Kappa Sig J took second withu "IP~a~n~d~t~h;e~r~ac e to~1~th~e~i~n~tr~a~m~u~ra;l~;::::;::;:::;:::::;:::;:::;:::;:;::;::;::;,; 
Theta Kap and KA also in the ❖•---- - -----❖ 
race. In the 60 yard breast, Lam- , T H E B A R B E R S H O P 
kin of Shamrock won with 42.8 FLATOPS * D. A.'s * HOLLYWOODS * CUSTOM CUTS 
seconds. Shepard of Sig Pi came Open Monday thru Saturday 
in second spot. S. T . LEWIS 
In the 120 freestyle relay , Mc- Former Instructor 607 PINE A.RIDEN 
A GOOD TIME 




-THE NATION'S TOAST 
FROM COAST TO COAST 
MUELLER DISTRIBUTING CO. 
Rolla. Mo. Caw, Broyles, Billchamber and Moler Barber College 
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SPRINGFIELD 
(Continued from Page 4) 
THE MISSOURI MINER 
This game sets the Miners up way to relax and give the shafts 
for the Championship game with a chance to cool off. Let's see 
the Cape Girardeau Indians to- YOU out there cheering YOUR 
morrow. Mid will be over, and team on to the MIAA Champion-
tomorrow's game will be a good ship Trophy. 
Boren, only to lose the ball on an 
interception of Newt· Wells' pass 
by Bear Halfback Don Vanaman. 
A late march by the Miners ~;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
was broken up by two illegal pro-
cedure penalties, stalliing the 
Miners on the SMS 31, one of 
which was a pass which was 
caught by Don Agers, and that 
A. E. Long, M.S.M., Ex '22, Lois S. Long, William S. Jenks, Jr. 
LONG INSURANCE A·GENCY 
810 Pine St, ROLLA, MO Phone EM 4-1414 
was the game. "Seroice Is Our Business" 
PAGES 
, AUTOMATIC LAUNDRY 
COMPLETE BACHELOR ~UNDRY SERVICE 
35 MINUTES TO WASH-60 MINUTES TO WASH & DRY 
Same day Shirt ana Trouser finishing Monday through Friday 
if brought in by 11 A. M. 
CollNER 7th and ROLLA STKEETS 
The final statistics showed that ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~.=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ! 
the Bears had a sum total of 
minus in the second half, again 
vouching for the Miners' line, 
while the Miners ran for 118 
yards and an additional 59 yards 
passing. 
Missing from the MSM lineup 
were starters Dale KlohJ and 
Wally North11p, Bill Varga and 
Ken Boyett. Ed McPherson was 
hurt in the firsi three minutes of 
the game, Varga and Boyett 
dressed for the game but did not / 
play, and Newt Wells did a spec- 1 
tacular job of taking over Ed 
McPherson's position as Quarter-
back. 
Rifle Team 
Meets M. U. 
Today 
The MSM Rifle Team will fire 
a shoulder-to-shoulder match a-
gainst the University of Missouri 
Rifle Team on Friday, November 
15th. The match wiJl be fired on 
the small' arms range in the base-
ment _of the Military Deprrtrnent 
Building. . 
M/Sgt. James E. Roeht, the 
team Faculty Advisor, will decide 
which ten of the forty t~m mem-
bers will participate in this match, 
based on scores attained in prac-
tice firing. 
This match is on'e of a series 
between the two teams in pr/ 
paration for competition by both 
teams in the National Rif~ As-
sociation District Matches - which 







G. L. Christopher 
Jeweler 
805 Pine Rolla, Mo. 
College m 
best fri 
Live Modern! Here's News ... 
u.s~ Patent Awarded To 
~ 
The IlM Miracle, Tip 
I , Your assurance of 
the Southland's finest tobaccos 
Every package of L&M's ever 
manufactured has carried 'this 
promise: "A blend of premium 
quality cigarette tobaccos including 
special aromatic types ." 
Get full exciting flavor 
plus the P.atented Miracle Tip 
You get with each L&M cigarette 
the full exc iting flavor of the 
Southland's finest tobaccos. 
You get he pat.ented Mkacle ~p 
. . . pure whit.e inside, pure whit.e 
outside as a filt.er sfiould be for 
cleaner, better smoking. The pat- · BY HE ox O PACK 
ent on the Miracle Tip protects BUY 'EM T B R 
L&M's exclusive filt.ering process. 
L&M smokes cleaner, draws 
easier, tastes richer. 
Live MQdern ••• Smoke l!-M! , I 
MONEY 
$ 3.42 Denver $22.28 ( 
Chicago , o.o7 New Orleans 18.76 
Philadelphia 26.24 Los Angeles 45.38 
New York 28.71 Richrn'd, Va. 24.97 












TAU KAPPA EPSILON 
All that could be seen around 
TKE House last week were bottles 
of- medicine and red, white, and 
blue pills. Practically everyone ih 
the house was among the many 
stampeding toward the infirmary 
and the groans were.. loud and not 
too far apart. About half were 
act ually sick. 
Saturday night one of our 
"sharp" pledges equiped as befits 
his present status of a Miner and 
student, with a bottle and T 
square , was see!)_ heading for St. 
Louis in search of the ever elusive 
beanie .. We hope he had a plea -
sant weekend. 
In sports, Tekes Jost their first 
games in doubles 'handball and in 
basketball while winning in singles 
handba ll. 
DELTA SIGMA PHI 
About' the same type of week-
end took place around Delta Sig 
house this time. Some of the men 
left for home' to see thei r girls 
while a few others might have 
spent a little time with their folks . 
Our House Manager , Da le Har-
ris cornered the ones that were 
left down liere and we held the 
usual Satu rday morning 'cleanup. 
With everyone pitching in, it did' 
n 't take long to get the house 
sparklin g again. , 
' At the last meeting we choose 
a name for our new building decid-
ing to, dub ti "Nile House ." This 
ties in with the history of Delta 
Sigma Phi , and we think makes 
a very satisfactory name . Som~ 
other names were suggested to 
name it after some prominent 
members such as "Mac's Palace" 
or "Bowles Palace ". 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
The long awaited mid-term has 
finally arrived and there is a lot 
of talk of joining the Army going 
around the Lambd a Chi house. It's 
not really that bad men you have 
another half a semester to prove 
your true worth to the instructors. 
Later on in the '!vening they could 
have used some of that support. 
The Harvest Dance is going to 
be held this weekend in hopes that 
the good music and girls will get 
the boys out of their depressed 
mid-tEirm mood . 
I SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
Even with the trying tests of 
mid-semester, there is the hope of 
a brighter day tomorrow. To make 
this faint hope a reality , the pled-
ges of Sigma Phi Epsilson have 
graciously , planned their Pledge 
Dance for the coming weekend. 
This well organized group has pro-
duced many surprises thus far 
and therefore the active chapter 
is eagerly awaiting the entertain -
ment ,that is in store . In prepara-
tion for the Dance, the house un-
derwel)t a through cleaning this 
weekend with each man doing his 
share. 
· On the sports front the · basket-
ball team fought its way to a vic-
tory over TKE. The swimming 
team has been working out for 
the coming meet. 
Meanwhile , back at the ranch , 
Brother Joe Holeman has become 
engaged to Miss Phyllis Snyder. 
BETA SIGMA PSI 
Congratulations are due Jerry 
Grommet, who was initiated two 
weeks ago. Now that he's got a 
pin he doesn't kno'w what to do 
with it. 
' The yo-yo's are settled after a 
mas;; migration last \Weekend . 
These mixers seem to agree with 
some of the pledges, right John . 
Our deer , hunters weren't suc-
cessful in getting any deer, but 
they did manage to come back 
without mishap , which is an ac-
complishment these days. Well, 
there are still plenty ~f rabbi.ts. 
Two additional phones have 
been install ed, giving no excuse 
for the pledges to let it ring too 
often . 
TRIANGLE 
This has accounted for a rather Last week at the . "Roc k ·House" 
slow week around the house as was quite an interesting one. To 
everyone has been quite busy get- start it off the "roundballers" took 
ting prepared to snow the instru c- 'a game from the Sigma Nu's Mon-
tors. ' day night and· then on Sat . night 
Everyone took a break long we won a lopsided victory over 
enough to see Lambda Chi get off Dorm. "A" 88-8. Lets' keep up 
to a good start in basketball as the good work men. 
the round ballers beat Sgi Pi 49 On Wed. of lest week we re-
to 24. If the team can keep shoot- ceived our new Hi-Fi and piano 
ing and rebounding as well as they 
I 
which our l1other s Club purchased 
did Tuesday night this may be for us. We are indeed fortunate 
Lambda Chi's best year in basket- to have such a splendid organiza-
ball. tion as this at our fingertips. Also 
The modem Cassanovas gave a tip of the hat to Brother Au-
the Lindenwood girls a break and buchon for his work in aquiring 
a few of the boys with real school these. 
spirit went to Springfield to give Well, this "red hot" town of 
the team some added support. Rolla finally gbt the best of the 
THE MISSOURI MINER 
... -. 
boys and on the Fri . and Sat. it 
found quite a few taking to the 
greener pasture 's - Lindenwood 
and Webster. Well, on Sun. they 
can;ie back refreshed, relaxed and 
ready to face the evils of "mid". 
That is everyone but "Hljgh" who 
is still in second heaven. 
Well next w.eek I'll have the 
"terrible" news of "mid" and I 
hope the good news of a cham-
pionship for our swimmers. 
KAPPA ALPHA 
One of the bright spots of the 
last week was the Pledge-Active 
football game which was playe d 
Saturday afternoon. After the 
game a tea party (K . 0.) was 
held in the basemnet of the :&A 
House . 
Much to the disappointment of 
the Pledges, the Actives "Wliup-
ped Us" 32 to 13, but we gave 
them a couple of fair ones, from 
our hard hitting line, in the pro-
cess. Ours is sweet, the wine of 
revenge, iACTIVES BEW ARE. 
Some of the members of Kappa 
Alpha attended the Linderiwood 
Mixer Saturday night aft er our 
party. 
Progress marched on as Active 
and Pledge alike worked to re-
finish the Annex steps, µnder the 
able supervision of Ube "I can 
fix anythint' Sfreddo. 
Only 11 more days till Thanks 0 
giving, the day long awaited. Un-
til then, 
SIGMA T U GAMMA 
, The whole Sig Tau Manor is 
planning and figuring on a new 
remodeling venture to increase 
our h6using capacity. · 
Everyone is I eagerly awaiting 
next weekend which is our annual 
"White Rose Formal". The place 
and time are set.All we need, now, 
is the skirts. 
It seems that the pledges pu lied 
a good one last Monday night. 
While everyone was in chapter 
meeting, they quietly went up-
stairs and stole twelve bed slats. 
It cannot be said that the actives 
stood for this; the "bad" pledges 
slept without their bed slats the 
rest of the week. That'll be the 
day, when the pledges stump the 
actives. 
Pl KAPPA ALPHA 
For the past few days, AK 
chapter has been honored by a vis-
it from our National Housing Co-
ordina tor, Dave Abernathy. After 
an inspiring talk concerning lhe 
growth of ,PiKA as a national 
ifatemity, Dave launched a de-
tailed study of the progress made 
here for the mutually beneficial 
comparsion of ours with other 
chapter frameworks. 
Scandal section: This is direct-
ed to Kay Bumps. Roger studied 
physics this weekend by observing 
the flow of a liquid through an ori-
19 57 
qce while deer hunting at the hot to an auspicious start last week 
spots around Stanton, Mo. I as the basketba ll team won their 
Six PiKAs Bill Fesler, Dale first game and Bob Hoffman and 
Strub, Les Winter, Roger Bren - Dick Baruch won their opening 
decke, Don Link , annd John game in handball doubles. We hope 
Cleary were initiated into Tau to tbntinue in a successful vein in 
Beta Pi {ast Sunday. these sport;; and improve upon our 
, ------ standing of fifth plaoe. 
SIGMA NU
The .annual Memorial Service iHETA KAPPA HI  
of Gamma Xi Chapter of Sigma The big word around .the Theta 
Nu took place November 10. The Kap House this week was "mid-
service, which was held in Christ semester". But now that the exams 
Episcopal Church located across are over and grades are about to 
the street from the chapter house be posted, sighs of relief (?) can 
and annex, is a yearly tribute to be heard among the men. HowJ 
the deceased brothers of this chap- eyer , wait until we_see our marks! I 
ter. At the half-way spot in the 
Congratulations g o to the semester, the Theta Kaps are hold-
swimming team for the fine job ing a slim lead in the intramu ral 
they did in the intramu ral meet r;ice. But our teams have been out-
earlier this week. standing so far and c~rtainly de- , 
In other intramu ral sports the served a vote of thanks from the 
handball and basketball teams are active chapte r for their fine play-
still contending for, the top posi- ing. Last Monday and Tuesday, 
tions in those sports. , the swimming tea,m competed in 
I 
KAPPA SIGMA 
Th'e main activities of the chap-
ter were focused at Springfield 
where many of the actives and 
pledges went to watch the S. M. S. 
-Miner football game and to par-
ticipate i,n a blast Satu rday night. 
Basketball anrl haridball got off 
the ann ual \ntramural swimming 
meet. Our thanks to the team for 
their good showing. Also, the 
basketba ll team is getting the 
range af.ter a few tough breaks 
in the beginning. Handball com-
pet ition has begun with Bill Lueb-
bert- play ing singles and Warren 
Carroll and Dave Burke playing 
doubles. 




out an Hte d1ril 
ALL the dirt io right! 
Every stubborn spot 
and even deeply em-
bedded grime is flushed 
out. PerepirationO ban-
ished completely, too . 
Your clothes are re-
. turned to you not only 
looking clean but so 
thoroughly dirt-free and 
spot-free that they look 
and f«l like new again. 
That's tnie far all your 
other wearables, too,,as 
well as suits-yet Sam-
tone is safe for e,,en 
daintiest fabrics. Call 
us today. 
ECONOMY FLUFF DRY LAUNDRY 
10 lbs. for only 75c 
CASH AND CARRY ONLY 
BUSY ~EE LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANERS 
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INDEPEND~TS 
The Independents Organization 
will hold its November meeting 
this Monday, November ' 18, at 
· 7:00 in G-6, New Chem Buildil),g. 
An enjoyable meeting is schedul-
ed and all members should have 
time to attend now that mid's 
are over. 
Plans will be underway for the 
Christmas Dance coming up next 
month. Again , door prizes will 
be given out and a fullalength 
feature movie will be shown . The 
film will be the amusing 'Has 
Anybody Seen My Gal?" with 
Pfper Lourie and Rock Hudson. 
Joe Zwart ~s been appointed 
Intramural Manager for the Inde-
pendents. He has organized a 
small, but bard fighting and high 
spirited basketbaJI team. The in-
tramural squad consists of Dar-
rell Weible, Ed Schuette, Jim 
Brashers, Doyle Owens and Joe 
Zwart, with score-keeper Jim 
Staley and time-keeper Mel In-
gram. 
All Independents belonging to 
no other organization represented 
in intramural sports and desiring 
to play handball or any other in-
tramural sport is urged to contact 
Joe Zwart · at EMerson 4-4355. 
... and don't forget the GDI 
meeting Monday night . 
Prospectors Club 
A large amount of thanks goes 
to Bill Jones and Eugene Stef-
fens. Their fine showing in ten-
nis brought the Prospectors Club 
a place among the top ten in that 
sport. 
Next week the big moving ope-
ration begins and everyone will 
be kept quite busy around here. 
The following boys will join the 
Prospectors Club effective Dec. 
1: Richard Barr, Jilll Callison, 
Max Cope, Lyle Creason, Rich-
ard Crockford, Ken Davidson , 
Ken DeFord, Richard Dodson, 
Doyle Edwards, fver Folstad, 
Dave Griffin, Mel Ingram, John 
Lance, Leo Langford, Frank Lew-
is, Norm Lindsey, Gerald Mc-
Haffie, Joe Miller , Tom PJpin, 
Enrico Parisi, Brooks Sharp, /Jit'n 
Southern, N. A. Spitzer, Jim 
Staley, Bill Statler, John Taylor, 
Donald Thoms , ' Donal(! Traube, 
Terry Turner, George Uding and 
Darrell Weible. 
If any of these boys have not 
yet contacted the Club officers 
they are requested . to do so as 
soon as possible. 
Wedding Ring 
The MSM stork was especially 
busy delivering three babies to 
two couples. On Hallowe'en, Mr. 
and Mrs. Tom Craddy were 
"treated" to a real live, little-boy 
"punkin'," . .and on November 3rd 
twins-boy an~ girl-were born 
to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hallerman. 
Among the new babies of 
Dames' and Miners' are two lit-
tle girls born on November 4. 
Their parents · are, respectively, 
Mr. •and Mrs. Carl Williams and 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Green. 
Mr. William Jensen of the 
Physics Department presented 
• RANDY'S SHOE 
STORE 
OPPOSITE POST OFFICE 
ROLLA, MO. 
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the progran: at Dames' meeting 
last Thursday evening . His topic 
concerned radio-active fallout . 
Theta Xi squad, 48-10, Friday 
night in a game where the en-
tire squad and even a couple of 
extras got to play. Consequent-
ly, hopes are high for a great sea-
son for the Club in Basketball. 
ing of this month on Sunday eve- Green, Herbert Loebs, Chester 
ning November 10. Kuhlman, Cleon Gilberg, Rich 
Following the cost supper, our Me y er, Michael Maksymicz, 
business meeting was held, in Carol Baker (Mrs. Charles R.), 
chairman of the Arts and Crafts 
interest group of Dames tells me 
a meeting was held the evening of 
November 6 in Room 106 of the 
Mining Building. The materials 
for the leathercraft project had 
arrived and everyone started work 
on her billfold, hand-bag, or 
other article. 
which our pledges were elected in- Douglas Froemsdorf, Wayne Sie-
to active membership. We at Garn- vers, Jerry V.ie, David Sandler, 
ma Delta are happy to welcome Robert W o If , Alan Schaffer , 
the following twenty-five men into Roger Billen, Ralph Luebke, Gary 
membership : Bob Hecht, Ray Hoech, and James Klipp. The 
Popp, Bob Roussin , Jerry Rullkoe- meeting was adjourned following 
tter, Rich Schrieber, Wayne Sie- a discussion, which was led by 
sennop, Jon Steinbach, John Ray Fiehler, an the topic "Billy 
Adams, Arnold Scl)ulze, Sidney Graham E~gelist " . 
That's all this week .... Diane . 
Tech Club 
We drew two "byes" in hand-
ball, so the Tech Club has not 
yet got into the competition. 
A Board of Controis meeting 
was held last Thursday. As· a 
result a few items were added to 
the menu and new toasters were 
ordered. 
GAMMA DELTA 
The Tech Club held a meeting 
last Monday night at which plans 
were made for their annual ban-
quet. This year the banquet will 
Alpha Phi Chapter of Gamma 
Delta held · its first regular meet-
19. ~ · 
be held on Thursday, December ;I;. ~ RAMEY'S BAR 
The Tech Club got off to a :ss I"' 0 , 
good start in Intramural Basket- Ii,. ft 
ball by defeating Theta Kappa COLD BEER Phi, 36-20. They slaughtered ' a ___________ _. 
THE DU PONT REPRESENTATIVE WILL VISIT THE CAMPUS NOVEMBER 18 
SIGN UP TODAY AT YOUR PLACEMEN'!' OFFICE FOR AN INTERVIEW 
I JOB FACTS FROM DU PONT 
/ 
OPPORTUNIJIES Al DU PONT CONTINUE TO GROW 
FOR ALL KINDS OF ENGINE,ERS A"D SCIENTISTS 
r-·------------- -, 
I I 
! WHERE DO\YOU ! 
I WANT O WORK? I 
I I 
I I 
I by I 
I I 
I ~-Uohns I 
I Du Pont I 
I I .1 Representative , I 
I I 
I I 
I / wouldn't be entirely realis- I. I tic if I said that you can . I 
I choose your job location I 
I from DuPont's 75 plants and I 
I 98 laboratories scattered I 
I over 26 states. But Du Po~t I l does have jobs open in many I 
I uf these locations, so there is 
I a good chance that we may 
be able to match you~ pref-
eren_ce, and qualification, 
with available openings. 
Right now, most of the 
Du Pont units are ea,t of the 
Missiuippi ,' but we have 
plants in T e:XaJ and on the 
Pacific Coa,t, too. In the pa,t 
. year plants were completed 
in Michigan, California, 
Ohio and Georgia. "New 
plants are al.so under con-
•truction in Kansa,, Tenne.,-
•ee, Virginia and Norih 
CarQ,lina •. Pe~hap, one of 
the•e locations ha, · ju,t what 
you're !oohing for '1' a job. 
For a com.glete U..t· of our 
plant locations, plea,e write 
to me at E. I. du Pont de 
Nemour '. & Co. (Inc .), 
2494-B Nemoun BuiJJing, 
IFilmington·98, Del, · 1 
L-______ ,.. ____ ..:_ J
Career . opportunities .at Du Pont are 
greater today than ever" ,before be-
Cl!lli8e of the Company's continued 
growth . In 1957, Du Font's sales 
were at the $2 billion level. Four new 
plants were being built. New ,research 
programs were being · launched, and. 
new products were tnoving into the 
1 production and marketing stages. All 
of these developments tend_ to broaden 
opportunities at Du Pont for the 
young scientist and engineer. 
ALL KINDS OF ENGINEERS \ 
Students with chemical engineering 
and chemistry degrees_ are needed, of 
course. But ~ opportunities . are 
equally great for students majoring 
in many other fields. And the type of 
work for these men varies greatly. 
Among other things: 
Mechanical engineers work in re-
) 
search and development as well as in 
plant enginee .ring and 1production 
··supervision. · 
Metallurgical engineers conduct 
studies in metal fatigue and corrosion 
and engage in fundamental research 
into the nature and properties of 
elements. 
Civil engineers have many assign• 
mepts, including design and super• 
vision of the construction of Du Pont 
plants and laboratories. 
Men studying for deg-rees in electri• 
cal, mining, petroleum, industrial and 
many other specialized fields of engi• 
neering will find equally challenging 
outlets for their talents at Du Pont. 
If you're interested in finding full 
scope for your ability, Du Pont offers 
you plenty of opportunity. 
Du Pont Training Tailored to Individual 
Each of 'Du Font's operating 1depart• 
men ts 'has its own training program 
because each has special require• 
ments. But both formal and informal 
programs are tailored to the interests 
and needs of the individual . 
Gener~lly, you go to ~6rk on an 
assignment at once and start learning 
right away. This headstart on respon• 
--tiibility is an important factor in your 
progress. Based on your qualifica-
tions, you're given one segment of a 
project to tackle almost hmpediately. 
You learn quickly and informally _h,. 
consllitatiori with your supervisor and 
other engii:i"lll'II on the same project. 
'Ilils trainihg is ~upplemented by fre-
quent µi~tings , seminan , ·studies of 
plant ~perations and. procedures. 
And since Du Pont is interested in 
the pro~ of the individual , your 
performance is evaluated at regular 
intervals by your supervisor. These 
discussions bring out your strong and 
weak points and together you work 
out\a program for improvement. This 
training and evaluation continues 
· year after year as you advance in 
the Company, 
i 
SEND FOR INFORMATION BOOKLET 
Booklet& on jobs at Du Pont are 
y~nr• . ~or the asking. Subjects 
include :-mechanical, civil, metal-
lnrgical , chemical, electrical, . in-
atrum 'en ta tlon and induatrial 
en ~ineers at Du Pont; atomic 
energr , technical salea, research 
and .development. Name the sub-
j~ J. ~t inten,s_ta you in a letter 
to Dn P!)nt , 2494-B Nemours 
Building, Wilmington 98, Del 
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Engineers Fo'rm Unions 
T.o Halt Status Slump 
Per,shing Rifles to Sponsor 
Military BaU Queen 
, This year Co. K-7, Pershing 
Rifles will sponsor a candidate for 
Military Ball Queen. This young 
lady will not only be our candi-
date for Queen, but also be our 
Honorary Company Commander. 
mental Inspection, all parades, all 
drill meets which we attend and 
possibly the Regimental Assembly. Reprinted from The Tech-
nology New s of Ill inois Insti -
tut e of Technilogy. 
Graduating engineers are ob-
livous to the field that they are to 
enter. Disappointment and dis-
satisfaction has shown itselt in 
the ,form of the engineering union. 
Between 10 to 15 per cent of 
professional engineers in salaried 
wiployment are members of en-
gineering unions. The movement 
of unionism among engineers and 
scientists had its birth only about 
fifteen years ago, to increase the 
economic and professional status 
of engineers. 
The question of unionism of 
the engineers is one that is cloud-
ed by· the nature of engine·ering 
work. That is, there is such a 
wide breadth of functions han-
dled by engineers that accurate 
classification is often the most 
difficult part of the problem. 
It is conceded by both sides 
that an engineer that has indivi-
dual bargaining with a company 
has an ideal position. This type 
of "ideal" arrangement is com-
mon in smaller companies where 
the engineer retains much of the 
management status of a profes-
si(lnal man. In these cas~s, the 
question of unionism versus pro-
fessionalism does not .exist. 
The union movement for engi-
neers was greatly accelerated if 
not directly caused by enlarging 
of engineering staffs. In a large 
office the engineer complains that 
privileges and prerogatives of 
their profession are gone. Once 
on the job , they become a num-
ber on an IBM card rather than 
a name. 
Engineers claim that they need 
unions for collective bargaining 
purposes to attain higher salaries. 
With the exception of the salaries 
of the new graduate engineers' 
pay has not kept pace with other 
fields. 
Collective bargaining is the 
only answer for engineers of large 
companies because professional 
societies lack contact and control 
with the distinct problems of all 
its engineering members. 
The Engineers and Scientists of 
A Nutty 
Combination 
A college boy is laziness with 
peach fuzz on its face, idiocracy 
with lanolin on its hair , and the 
"Hope of the Future" with an 
overdrawn bank book in its 
pocket. 
A college boy likes good liquor, 
bad liquor, cancelled classes, dou-
ble features, Playtex ads, and girls 
on football weekends. He is not 
much for hopeful mothers, irate 
fathers, sharp-eyed ushers, campus 
guards, alarm clocks, or letters 
from the dean. 
A college boy is a magical crea-
ture-you can lock him out of 
your heart, but not out of your 
bank account. You can get him 
off your expense account. He is a 
no-account girl-chasing bundle of 
worry. But when you come horn~ 
at night with only the shattered 
pieces of hope and dreams, he can 
make them seem mightily insigni-
ficant with four magic words--"! 
flunked out, Dad I" 
America, the ESA, is actively 
campaigning for raises in profes-
sional and economic status of en-
gineers. In the list of objectives 
that they seek to accomplish the 
ESA uses the word "encourage." 
The word "encourage" i's signifi-
cant, since the ESA hesitates to 
be classified as a strong arm type 
of industrial-trade union. 
They seek to encourage em-
ployers to develop methods so 
that an engineer does not have to 
waste his time doing non-engi-
neering work. They seek a merit 
raise system. They seek to en-
courage a company structure 
where an engineer, who would 
prefer to stay in technical work, 
would not have to do so at a loss 
of pay . 1_ 
All factors indicate the unions 
will continue as long as engineers 
are employed in herds, unless 
management reappraises its ob-
WHAT IS 0. D. T.I 
JOHN SREVELLE. 
OKLAHOMA A. & M. 
Bug Dr ug 




jectives toward the engineer. Un-
til then, unions will be the only 
means that the engineer will have 
to bargain . 
' It is well to remember that the 
desired attainment and retention 
of professional status still lies on 
the shoulders of the indidivual 
engineer, ·but in many cases, the 
strength of a union is the only 
means capable to ob'taining sta-
tus . 
LIVING IT UP ... 
As I sat musing 
Alone and melancholy 
And without a friend, 
There came a voice out of the 
gloom 
Saying, Cheer up, 
Things might be worse 
So I cheered; up, 
And sure enough-
Things got worse. 
When we found out that the 
boys were going with some real 
good looking girls, the staff de-
cided that the wealth must be 
shared. Therefore we have set up 
a committee to accept all the eager 
applications, organize the statis-
tics, and to present them to our 
three judges. The judges are Col. 
Rall, Prof. Lloyd, Dean Gevecker. 
I 'm sure the men will be fair, but 
from a sneak preview I'd say that 
the choosing will be mighty rough. 
The young lady who is chosen 
will be "commissioned" at the P. 
R. banquet which is to be held in 
the banquet room of the Edwin 
Long Hotel, on December 14th. 
Her duties as Honorary Company 
Commander will require her to at-
tend all official Company forma-
tions. These include P.R. Regi-
This •past week the P.R.'s had 
their Pledge Week. It started 
Tuesday morning and will end 
some time tomorrow night. Each 
pledge is required to have the 
signature of every active P.R. on 
his Pledge Plaque. To obtain a 
signature the pledge must be- in 
uniform and must know the Gener-
al Orders, history of the organiza-
tion, and some "s_ayings". Satur-
day afternoon they will be drilled,. 
arid sent out on a tactical problem. 
This problem consists of taking 
a position which is held by the 
actives who are well armed with 
M-l's, a machine gun, and plenty 
of blank ammunition. To keep 
the problem from being one-sided 
the pledges will also have M-1 's 
a'nd blank ammunition . After the 
actives have repelled the pledges 
with high ''casualties" inflicted on 
them we will nurse their wounds 
at a well deserved tea party. 
. , I 
ers. 
MUSIC MAJORS! Know how to change 
a glee club from a loud crowd to a 
lyrical miracle? Simple: just _ promise"' 
'em a Lucky break! A Lucky's a light 
smoke-the right smoke-for anyone. 
It's all cigarette-all fine tobacco! 
And that naturally light, wonderfully 
good-tasting tobacco~ toasted to taste 
even better. Hold your rehearsal with-
out a Lucky break, and you'll get 
nothing but Clwir Ire! Chorus: Light 
'up a light smoke ... a Lucky Strike! 
WHAT DOES A GEOLOGIS1' COllECH 
MEREDITH SCHElLPFHFER . Strata Data 
U , oF' WISCONSIN 
WHAT IS A BURGLAR ALARM' 
RAYMOND cowe>.u. JR .. Crime Chime 
HOLY CROSS 
Don't just stand there ... 
STICKLE! MAKE $25 
Sticklers are simp le riddles with two-word rhymin g 
answers . Both wo rds must have the same number of 
sy llables. (No drawings, please!) We'll shell out $25 
for all we use-and · for hundreds that nev er see print. 
So se nd stacks of 'em with yo ur nam e address 
college and class to Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box 67A; 
Mo unt Vernon, N. Y. . 
I 
WHAf IS VERY SMALL TYPE, 
l<ARL MANTYLA . 
U. OF DETROIT 
Squint Print 
WHAT IS A SUM IR.ISHMANr 
ROBERT MCCOY , 
PENN . STATE 
Svelt,, Celt 
LIGHT UP A light SMOKE -LIGHT UP.A LUCKY! 
ICA . T . Co .i 
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A Debate dustrial progress will be slowed Mad Magazine." and our ability to prevent war • • • 
Is There Really a Dire 
Shortage of Engineers 
And Scientists? 
day when we will have to do more 
with less-or find substitutes. 
This whole effort is a scientific 
one. For this we need slide-rules, 
reduced . 
not shovels I , Cap'n Dick 
THE NEED (Contniued from Page 2) 
We need more technologists in result of directing the coal direct-
the work force. We , need more ly into direct hydrogenization." 
science teachers at all levels. We "Powdered coal is used as an 
need more physical facilities, abrasive to get rid of fly ash 
school buildings, laboratories . One (secreta of Diplodoptera)." 
Hey, someone is throwing 
rocks. Time to bug out the back 
door to be seen no more. Bax and 
Mox Nix 
"Yes," said· the doctor, "I'm 
convinced that it's some chronic 
evil that has depl'ived you of 
health and happiness." 
Since the end of World War II require a steady increase in in-
the American public has heard dustrial growth (now averaging 
numerous reports indicating that about four per cent per year) . 
a shortage of scientists and engi- _More technology means more 
step below the professional level, "Ou r Pioneers let the gases out , 
we need more skilled technicians . otherwise known as cutting the 
Also, we have to make sure we cheese." 
fully utilize the scientists and en- "Lenin was a coal retort." 
"Ssssh! For heaven's sake, 
speak softly; she's waiting out-
side for me now." 
* * * 
neers exists. technologists I gineers we now have, "If you can kill yourself in a Every school kid now knows 
Lately there have been reports 3 .. Althou~~ we now face no 
suggesting t1¥it the really isn't genwnely critical shortage of raw 
any shortage and that perhaps materials, we must plan for the 
If we don't \ do all these things coal mine, you make great news 
our economy cannot advance at copy, but if you just get trapped 
its present rate . In fact, our in-. a few days you may even make 
where the capital of the United 
States is. It's in gifts and loans 
all over the world. 
our children are being black-jack- -----------------------------------------------------
ed into scientific careers . 
The Manufacti.1ring Chemists' 
Association has reviewed about 
everything of consequence publish-
ed on the subjec,t in the last year . 
We have studied reports and 
statements and met with inter -
ested authorities in education, 
business and government. We 
would like to give you our latest 
estimate of the situation and a 
few conclusions that, to us, seem 
incapable. 
THE ESTIM .4TE 
... The U. S. Office of Educa -
tion has reviewed the engineer 
supply and demand picture 19 5 5-
1965 and, based on anticipated 
increases in the Gross National 
Product, concludes that we will 
have a shortage of 8,000 engineers 
per year for the next ten years. 
This is anticipated despite an an-
nual increase in the number of 
engineer graduates. 
. . . The American Society of 
Engineering Education tells us 
that over the next ten years the 
number of chemical, metallurgical 
and petroleum engineering teach-
' ers at the college level must show 
increases ranging from 53 to 78 
per cent in order to take care of 
the anticipated number of stu-
dents. The shortage _in this area 
is already being felt. According 
to ASEE, in the 1956-1957 aca-
demic year eight per cent of bud-
geted engineering faculty posts 
were· unfilled . 
AEC REPORT 
Add to this recent reports of 
the Atomic Energy Commission, 
the Scientific Manpower Com-
mission, the National Education 
Association and the Engineering 
Manpower Commission, to say 
nothing of comments by indivi-
dual business and industry lead-
ers, and it would appear that the 
shortage of engineers and scien-
tists is no mirage. 
One might say, "All right, but 
I don't get it . If the number of 
engineers · and scientists is actual-
ly rising each year, how is it we 
face a continued shortage?" 
THREE REASONS 
There are three reasons: 
1. The rapid development of 
our body of technology and our 
steadily increasing industrializa-
tion over the last SO years has 
outstripped our development of 
human resources - the technical 
manpower needed to run and help 
expand our industrial machine. 
2. Our population increases in 
the recent past , plus\ anticipated 
short term increases (200 million 
by i 9 7 5), plus our demand for a 
continually higher level of living, 
Jrssc: 
FREE Glassware Service 
Where do yoU fit in? 
IA~~~¼;j I ¼f ~ I .. I $ Degree Q G ~~ c:- .$ c:- I ... y o c or :'/ $.. 'i~~ .;}P I 1 <J ~.,1 r:1 .l'/{' .J~ 11:: t ! I ,\\ojor f ! • I,, .;I N I /t, .u I '1-s~ ,t-ott ;fo"-,t ~.# t:ft::1• ~ ,~ .,:d 
ENGINEERING 
Chemical w w _I-,-
Civil T T 
Electrical TW w TWBS ws WBS BS T 
Industrial TW w TWS w T T 
Mechanical TW w TWBS s WBS BS 
AgriculturaJ and T w TW w Other Fields 
PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
T B BS Mathemat ics 
Physic• T w TW w WB BS 
LEGEND 
T BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY AND The chart above shows where y
our college educati on may 
AMERICAN TEL. & TEL. CO •• best fit into the Bell Telephone System and where your 
LONG LINES DEPT. 
w WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY intere'\t in parti cular types o! work may best be satisfied. 
B BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES 
You can choose trom many jobs in th~ Bell Tel ephone Com-
s 
panies, the operating units of the Bell System ... the Bell 
SANDIA CORPORATION Tel ephone Laboratories which is engaged in both civil and 
NOTE: Advanced as well as baccalaure- military commun icat ion resear9h ... the Sandia Corpora-
ate training Is particularly valuable in 
· research and development work In th• tion which develops atomi c weapons and the Western 
.. II Telephone laboratories, Sandia Electric Company, the manufacturing arm of the Bell 
Corporotion and WHterft Electlrc. Ad· 
vancod training 1, often useful but Is System. 
i.11 Important lt1 oth•r are<11 of work. 
Bell System Offers Wide 
Range of;Job Opportunities 
There's a wide range of jobs in the Bell System for men/ 
with college trai ning in many fields, and with different 
personal interests. 
The diversity in Bell System work makes it possible 
to offer opportunities in management, engineering a.,;d 
research in the fields of communications, manufactur-
ing, atomic and military ordnance developments , and 
basic sciences. 
OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCEMENT 
Your chances for advancement in the Bell System are 
excellent. 
Here are four reasons why: 
There is a long-established policy of promotion from 
within the busi!less. 
The Bell Sy.,stem is decentralized. Each Bell Com-
pany is fully responsible for its own operil,tions and the 
delegation of auth ority to small operating units offers 
the able man early opportu nity to 1show what he can 
do in responsible jobs. 
The System is rapidly and continu ally growing. Dur-
ing the past ten years the Bell System has doubled in 
size. 
Our business is less affected than many by the fluctu-
ating economic conditions. Bell System policies and 
plans are made for the long pull. 
SPECIAL TRAINING 
You're given special training to further prepare you 
for your job . 
A brief · orientation program gives you understanding 
of the organization as a whole. 
Varied assignments give you knowledge and skill 
needed for supervisory or staff jobs. 
Special management tra ining is given you in fields 
related to your work, including human relations and 
policies of the business. 
BUSINESS CHARACTER 
The Bell System's aim is to give our nation the best 
possible communication service. 1 Its employees accept 
this ideal and strive for it. 
Within the\ business you will find friendly associa-
tions with people you like, understanding and compe-
tent management , and comprehensive personnel poli-
cies with outstanding employee benefits. 
SOUTHW;ESTERN BELL TELEPHONE CO. - :- AMERICAN TEL. & TEL. CO., LONG LINES DEPT. 
BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES -: - SANDIA CORPORATION , :- WESTERN ELECTRIC CO. 
Interviews Nov. 19, 20, 21 for Students 
REGISTER NOW 
at School of Engineering Placement Office 
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further details may obtain them 
on inquiry to; The Adjutant 
General, Fifth U. S. 4,rmy Head-
quarters, 1660 East Hyde Park 
Boulevard, Chicago 15, Illinois; or 
to The Adjutant General, Depart-
ment of the Army, Washington , 
25, D. C., Attn: AGPB-A. 
Skilled T ec~nical Men 
To -Receive Exceptional 
Offer From Army 
Vet: I did a lot of shooting 
tions. Nowhere else could some while I was in the army . One 
of these facilities, materials and night I won fifty bucks. 
The Army is offering an excep-
tional opportunity to men skilled 
in research, in science and in too ls be had. 
technical. operations. Major groups from which the 
Inc1eased emphasis on missile Army anticipates candidates are 
research and development, and ac- the graduate students in colleges 
celerated programs in other fas- and universities; . officers in the 
cinating realms of military · re- military Reserve componets; and 
search and production, have ex- specia lists in industry and govern-
panded the number of openings ment. ' 
available to the technicians , the Especially needed-. are indivi-
engineer, the scientiS t, th e re- duals who have a doctor's degree; 
search explorer. ' those who have a master's degree 
Accepted applicants are ap- · and thtee years or more - of ex~ 
po inted to the Army's office r perience, or a bachelor's degree 
corps, and have all the opportuni- and five or 1)10re years experience. 
ties for individual · advancement, Qualified applicants need not have 
positions of leade rship, and the had any prior military experience. 
prestige which the officer corps They must be citizens of the 
prov ides . United States and able to coni-
Those chosen for commissions plete 20 years service before reach -
are entitler to all rights, .benefits, ing 11-ge 55. 
and responsibilities, of the Regu- Interested candidates desiring 
Jar Army Officer. 
They will have opportunity, ' 
through further study and re-
search , to make the widest possible 
use of their knowledge and ability 
for the good of OU( country , 
As specialists in their chosen 
scientific and technological fields , 
they have at their disposal the 
laboratories and specia l installa-
u11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
UPTOWN THEATRE · 
MOVIES IN CINEMASCOPE 
UIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIU 
Friday and Saturday, Nov. 15- 16 
'Fury at Showdown' 
John Derek and Carolyn Cra ig 
Sunday, Monday and Tuesday, 
·, Nov. 17-18"19 
Sunday Continuous from 1 p. m. 
'Desk Set' 
Spencer Tracy and 
Katharine Hepburn 
Wednesday, November 20 
ST. PAT'S BENEFIT SHOW 
'Attack' 
Jack Palance and Eddie Albert 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIWIIIIIIII 
RITZ THEATRE 
MOVIES ON WIDE SCREEN 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Friday and Saturday, Nov. 15-16 
Saturday Continu~us from 1 p.m. 
Toward the Unknown 
William Holden and Lloyd Nolan 
- PLUS -
'Gun Brothers' 
Buster Crabbe and Ann Robinson 
Sunday, Monday and Tuesday, 
Nov. 17-18-19 
Sunday Continuous from 1 p . m. 
Curse of Frankenstein 
Peter C,ushing, Christopher Lee 
- PLUS -
'X . . . The Unknown' 
Dean Jagger 
Wednesday-Thursday, Nov. 20-21 
'Edge of the City' 
John Cassavetes, Sidney Poitier 
-l>LUS-
'Abandon Ship' 
· Tyrone Power and Mai Zetterling 
IIIHftllfflllllllllllllllllffllllllllllllUUIIIIIIUIJlllllllllllllll 
Prof; I won't start this lecture 
until the room settles down, 
Stude; Go home and sleep it 
off, ; old man. __ ' 
Miner about a favorite prof; 
I'm not saying he's got big ears 
but from the front he looks like 
a loving cup. 
The world is not perfectly 




an' abbreviation for 
Miner, 1957 style: Boy this 
place is crowded. The only place 
you can get a seat is in the rest 
rooms. Look at what us Civil Engine~rs pump througltpipes. 
Melvin Janes, a friendly, sandy-haired man in 
his early forties, may well be the world's only 
trackwalker ·with a doctor's degree'. ' 
Since'! 953, Dr. Janes has trudged many a mile 
along railroad tracks from Maine to Texas. His 
mission: to check with his own eyes the killing 
power of a unique railroad-bed weed destroyer. 
Weeds are a menace to railroad men. They are 
a fire hazard; wheels slip on them; they hold , 
moisture which rots the ties and undermines the 
roadbed; they make maintenance 'difficult. More 
than 50 kinds of weeds grow along the tracks. 
Some die easily and stay dead-but many are 
too tough for 9rdjnary weed killers. 
When Mobil scientists developed a promising 
ne\v oil-based killer-AGRONYL R-Dr. Janes 
took to the tracks to check it out. It killed the 
weeds, all of them . Moreover, it's heavy and 
doesn't blow on to adjacent farmland. It leaves 
a film that discourages new g~owth (and also 
helps keep the tracks from rusting). 
Chemical research is on ly one of many profes-
sions represented on the world-wide roster of 
Mobil personnel. We also employ nuclear physi- · 
cists, geologists, mathematicians, engineers of 
every type, marketing analysts, marketers . . . 
people prepared to handle more than 100 differ-
ent positions. 
If you qualify, the Mobil companies offer you 
an opportunity to build a career through training 
that will utilize your talents to the fullest ... 
constan tly challenge your ingenuity ... _ reward 
you with a lifetime of richly satisfying work. , 
For more information about your opportunity 
with the world's most experienced oil company, 
see your College Placement Officer.-
~ 
SOCONY MOBIL OIL CO., INC. I 
NEWYORK 17, N.Y. 
Leader in lubrication ' for 91 years , 
AFFILIATES: 
G eneral Petroleum Corp. , Los Angeles 54, California 
Magnolia Petroleum Company, Dallas 2\, Texas 
Mobil Oll of Canada ltd., Co/gory, Alberto, Canada 
Mobil Overseas Oil Company, New York 17, N. Y. 
Mobil Producing Company, Billings, Montono 
Socony Mobil Oil Com?ony de Venezuela and 
other foreign producing companies 
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